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1. INTRODUCTORY INFORMATION
A) EVENT DATES 

22 MAY - 8 JUNE 2015
B) PURPOSE / MISSION
Vivid Sydney is an 18-day winter festival celebrating light, music and ideas, which in 
2015 attracted more than 1.7 million Australian and international visitors and is the 
largest event of its kind in the world. The event is owned and managed by Destination 
New South Wales (Destination NSW), a Government statutory authority that leads 
development of the tourism and events industry for the Australian State of New 
South Wales (NSW). The event’s primary economic objectives are to: 

  Stimulate the local visitor economy during the May/June winter period, which has 
traditionally been the year’s lowest season for inbound tourism travel.
  Position Sydney as a ‘creative hub’ showcasing the city’s leadership in cutting-edge 
use of digital technologies and its applications across diverse economic sectors.

C) HISTORY / DESCRIPTION OF EVENT
Vivid Sydney was first staged in 2009 as a winter festival based in the harbourside 
precincts of The Rocks and Circular Quay. The first event program included an eclectic 
lineup of contemporary music at the Sydney Opera House, lighting projections on 
several buildings around Circular Quay, an outdoor exhibition of light art sculptures 
and a program of talks and workshops at the Museum of Contemporary Art Australia 
(MCA) that were largely associated with creativity and digital technology.

The first Vivid Sydney festival attracted an audience of 225,000. Vivid Sydney is now 
streamlined to deliver three clear programs: 

Vivid Light transforms large parts of Sydney’s urban environment with light art 
sculptures, lighting installations and grand scale projections on iconic buildings 
and structures. 

Vivid Music offers an extensive program of performance and cross-genre musical 
collaborations featuring the best in contemporary and experimental music at 
venues throughout Sydney.

Vivid Ideas aims to generate a rich and diverse flow of ideas and creative influences 
to support development of Sydney’s creative industries sector. This sector includes 
architecture and design, advertising, R&D, graphic arts, lighting, sound and screen 
production, publishing and software design. 

The element that unites the three programs and sits at the heart of Vivid Sydney’s 
identity is its focus on creative collaboration, innovation and ‘the cutting edge’. All 
programs find that expression in the creative applications of digital technology, and 
audience engagement is highly interactive.

Vivid Sydney has evolved dramatically since 2009; the footprint for Vivid Light has 
expanded to six precincts throughout the city, the program now features more than 
220 events and attendance in 2015 exceeded 1.7 million people. Vivid Sydney is now 
the largest event in Australia and has delivered outstanding benefits to the NSW 
Visitor Economy, boosted the skills and reputation of the city’s creative industries and 
added a powerful creative dimension to Sydney’s global brand image.
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D) TYPES OF ACTIVITIES INCLUDED UNDER THE FESTIVAL / EVENT UMBRELLA 

VIVID LIGHT VIVID MUSIC VIVID IDEAS

Vivid Light is a mass public event 
program, which in 2015 featured 
more than 80 light installations and 
projections created by 225 artists along 
a 2.65km ‘light walk’, a constantly 
changing projected artwork on the 
sails of the Sydney Opera House, 
illumination of the Sydney Harbour 
Bridge and ferries and cruising vessels 
on Sydney Harbour plus spectacular 
interactive 3D-mapped projections on 
major buildings and structures in six 
precincts throughout the city.

Vivid Music comprises an extensive 
series of live performances and musical 
collaborations featuring some of the 
world’s most innovative musicians. 
The 2015 program comprised more 
than 70 contemporary electronic and 
experimental music events.

The Vivid Ideas program combines 
professional events such as 
symposiums and master classes 
with public events that explore new 
ideas from a wide range of creative 
perspectives. In 2015 the Vivid Ideas 
program featured more than 150 Ideas 
events related to 14 creative industries 
and showcased some of the world’s best 
creative talents.
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E) OVERALL REVENUE AND EXPENSE BUDGET 
Vivid Sydney is largely funded by the NSW Government through Destination NSW 
and has an operational budget well in excess of $1.5 million (the largest budget 
category listed in the IFEA Pinnacle Awards). In addition, more than 40 NSW 
Government agencies, sponsors, media partners, the tourism industry, major 
venues and local Government also provide commercial revenue and value in-kind 
services to support the event.

Because of the complexity of the event and the involvement of large numbers of 
third-party event proponents and commercial partners, funding details of Vivid 
Sydney are subject to commercial and in-confidence agreements and cannot  
be disclosed. 

EXAMPLES OF COMMERCIAL AND VALUE-IN-KIND SUPPORT MADE BY  
VIVID SYDNEY SUPPORTERS

SOURCE CONTRIBUTION

Local Government Local Government invests heavily in the event with the 
City of Sydney (COS), the Sydney Harbour Foreshore 
Authority (SHFA) and Willoughby Council by providing 
operational support services and funding arts content as 
well as localised marketing investment associated with 
the events in their precincts.

Major venues Sydney Opera House, Carriageworks, and the Museum 
of Contemporary Art Australia (MCA) invest heavily in 
event content, staging and promotion. This investment 
is offset by ticket sales and program sponsorship. 

The Tourism industry Contributes product development initiatives and 
cooperative marketing investment, which is recouped 
against success in stimulating tourism revenues 
associated with the event. 

Partners and sponsors Contribute revenue and budget relieving assistance to 
Destination NSW (particularly with regard to 
technological facilities and equipment). 

Media partners Contribute to the event through coverage of the 
festival; additional community information 
announcements associated with issues such as 
transport and road closures and production of content 
which is freely available for repurposing and 
distribution through social media and digital channels. 

F) ESTIMATED ECONOMIC IMPACT 
Vivid Sydney is funded as part of the NSW Government’s commitment to improving the 
performance of the NSW Visitor Economy by doubling overnight visitor expenditure by 
2020. The business case associated with the Government investment in the event 
includes: 

  Direct increases in visitor nights and expenditure and its related benefits  
for employment

  Increased trading stimulus for small to medium businesses (SME) across a  
variety of sectors 

  Additional investment in the arts 

 Enhancement of the city’s brand appeal 

  Growth and innovation in the NSW Creative Industries Sector.

VISITOR NIGHTS AND EXPENDITURE
Vivid Sydney has been pivotal in turning what was traditionally a quiet period for the 
city’s tourism industries, into one of the years’ busiest. 

  International and domestic visitation to Sydney was boosted by the sale of 
36,000 Vivid Sydney accommodation and travel packages. These included sales 
of more than 26,000 travel packages to international visitors. The majority 
(11,000 packages) were sold to China; other markets also performed strongly 
with package sales increasing by 39% from Korea, 57% from Singapore and 64% 
from the USA. In domestic markets more than 10,000 Vivid Sydney packages 
were sold to visitors from Victoria, the Australian Capital Territory (ACT), 
Queensland and Auckland. 

  Visitor Expenditure information on visitor nights and expenditure was still being 
collated at the time that this submission was prepared but the event is expected to 
show significant increases in visitor nights and expenditure over the 2014 festival, 
which generated 160,000 visitor nights and directly injected $41.3 million into the 
local visitor economy.
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LOCAL BUSINESS REVENUE
Local businesses in the harbour and city precincts reported up to 
200-300% increases in trading revenue during Vivid Sydney; as an 
example, cafés, restaurants and pub providers benefited from the 
fact that more than 72% of all visitors to Vivid Sydney purchased a 
meal during their time at the festival. Accommodation providers, 
retailers and cruise operators also reported strong increases in 
sales revenue during Vivid Sydney. 

INVESTMENT IN THE ARTS 
Vivid Sydney is a major cultural event and represents a significant 
investment in the Sydney arts community: more than 70 bands, 382 
musicians and 232 DJs performed at Vivid Music in 2015 and 
entertained festival-goers with more than 1,502 hours of music. 
Vivid Light featured more than 80 light art installations and building 
projections, created by 225 artists from 21 countries. Strong features 
of the light art and music programs were unique collaborations 
between the Sydney arts community and some of the world’s best 
artists and performers. Vivid Sydney is now recognised as one of the 
world’s best creative festivals and has given international exposure 
and prominence to many Australian artists and performers.

ENHANCEMENT OF THE CITY’S BRAND APPEAL
In 2014, positive media coverage of the event was generated in 
more than 190 countries and territories and reached more than 1.2 
billion people. In addition the Vivid Sydney Facebook page reached 
more than 17.9 million people and more than 925,222 photo views 
were recorded. Visitor feedback and community response for Vivid 
Sydney 2015 was exceptional with the majority of NSW residents 
and domestic and international visitors strongly agreeing that Vivid 
Sydney had a positive impact on Sydney’s reputation. It is expected 
that 2015 results will exceed the success of 2014.

GROWTH AND INNOVATION OF THE CREATIVE  
INDUSTRIES SECTOR
NSW currently accounts for 39.6% of Australia’s creative industries 
workforce and the state’s creative services exports are worth in 
excess of $1.4 billion to the NSW economy. The Vivid Ideas 
program presented more than 500 speakers who participated in 
more than 150 events. The program encouraged the cross 
fertilisation of ideas in the application of digital technology to the 
arts and industry, fostered new business connections and 
collaborations, and showcased the skills and output of hundreds of 
companies involved in the Creative Industries sector in NSW.

G) ATTENDANCE NUMBERS & DEMOGRAPHICS
Vivid Sydney is now the world’s largest event of its kind in the world 
in terms of attendance, footprint and event program. In 2015, 
attendance grew to 1.7 million visitors – an increase of 19% over 
the previous year.

  Vivid Light was attended by a broad cross-section of Sydney 
residents across all demographics including families with young 
children, students, young and middle aged working adults and 
retirees. Attendance was also boosted by large numbers of 
international and domestic visitors aged 25-64, predominantly 
tertiary educated with higher than average disposable income. 
Most travelled to Sydney as couples or part of a group.

  The Vivid Music program recorded more than 90,000 attendees 
– up 60% over 2014. These were predominately students and 
professionals aged 18-34 with a strong interest in experimental 
and electronic musical genres.

  Vivid Ideas events attracted more 70,000 creative industries 
professionals and interested members of the public – double 
the attendance of that in 2014. 

H) VOLUNTEER COUNT & DEMOGRAPHICS
In 2015, Vivid Sydney was assisted by more than 403 volunteers 
who contributed 14,253 hours of their time to event. Volunteers 
varied in age between 18-82 although most were students 
motivated by gaining work experience in major events and 
retirees keen to participate in the event and contribute their 
services to the community. 

I) STAFFING NUMBERS AND POSITIONS
The Vivid Sydney team comprises a core team of 18 curatorial 
and event staff. In addition to this, various contractors and 
suppliers are engaged to deliver a variety of services.

J)  FOUNDING / INCORPORATION DATE AND  
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM 

Founding date: 2009 
Management System: NSW Government Statutory Authority.
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VIVID BY THE 
NUMBERS

1,7million
VISITORS ATTENDED 
VIVID SYDNEY IN 2015

DAYS & NIGHTS ON THE 
VIVID SYDNEY CALENDAR

18

VOLUNTEERS ASSISTED 
IN THE SUCCESS OF 
VIVID SYDNEY 2015

403

VISITORS TRAVELLED  
ON VIVID SYDNEY 
PACKAGES IN 2015

36,000
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A) PROMOTIONAL / MARKETING CAMPAIGN & MEDIA OUTREACH 
A significant contributor to the success of the 2015 festival was the innovative and 
wide-ranging Vivid Sydney marketing campaign, which focused on diverse industry 
and consumer audiences in both domestic and international markets. 

TARGET POPULATIONS
Domestic Markets
  Consumer Populations: Australian and New Zealand residents aged 25+ with 
annual household incomes in excess of A$104,000. Geographic source markets 
were South East Queensland, Melbourne, Perth, Canberra, Regional New South 
Wales and Auckland (characterised as an interstate ‘short breaks’ holiday market). 

  Creative Industry Professionals: Identified by industry segment e.g. advertising, 
digital design & production, architecture – niche audiences for Vivid Ideas. 
Geographic source markets predominantly Sydney, Brisbane and Melbourne.

  Local Sydney Residents: Families were a key segment for promoting attendance at 
Vivid Light and young inner city single professionals aged 18 -30 for attendance of 
Vivid Music.

International Markets
  Travel package holiday distributors were targeted through B2B (business to 
business) marketing initiatives to raise awareness of the festival and to position 
Sydney as an exciting place to visit during winter. Geographic source markets 
included Mainland China (priority market), Taiwan, Japan, Korea, Singapore, USA, 
Hong Kong, Indonesia and Malaysia.

  Consumer Populations: ‘Experience Seekers’ aged 25-64, predominantly tertiary 
educated professionals with higher than average household income and 
experienced international travellers. Travelling in couples or as part of a group (see 
above for source markets). 

KEY CAMPAIGN MESSAGE
The core campaign message linked the creative and transformative nature of the 
Vivid Sydney festival to the appeal of Sydney in winter.

 Sydney is an exciting and memorable place to visit during winter because of the Vivid Sydney 
festival; the festival is a dynamic celebration of creativity as expressed through cutting edge light, 
music and ideas programs; at night the city is transformed into an enchanted place through 
astonishing light art sculptures, building illuminations and projections.

For different markets (international, interstate, intrastate and the Sydney market) the 
core campaign message was also extended with other tactical messages addressed 
to both industry and consumer segments: 

Travel industry activation
In overseas markets there was a strong marketing focus on travel industry activation 
aimed at encouraging development of fresh and appealing holiday packages to 
Sydney in winter. While the lead message was the compelling nature of the Vivid 
Sydney festival, supplementary campaign messages highlighted Sydney’s attractions 
and experiences as well as pre and post-event touring options to regions within two 
hours travel time of the city. 

Interstate, intrastate and international consumer markets
In these markets campaign messages for the event also promoted the sale of travel 
packages offering easy accessibility, competitive pricing, diverse touring experiences 
and value inclusions.

In the Sydney market
Vivid Sydney advertising and promotion was event specific and geared towards generating 
excitement and awareness of the overall event; to direct consumers to ticket booking, trip 
planning and transport information sites and to manage visitation patterns over the 
18-days by encouraging repeat and off-peak visitation to different precincts and venues. 

Niche Markets
Campaign messages were also tailored for niche audiences – for Vivid Music venues 
and performance highlights were promoted to edgy inner city youth audiences; for 
Vivid Ideas detail of keynote speakers and relevant topics were addressed to different 
creative industry professional groups.

VIVID SYDNEY MARKETING CAMPAIGN
Marketing activity for Vivid Sydney 2015 was extensive and multi-faceted and was 
conducted in three phases: 

Preliminary Phase: October 2014 - March 2015 
  Development of Trade and Partnership Marketing programs promoting the release 
of airline, wholesale and retail travel packages. 

  Preparation of campaign materials, communications content and media plans.

Phase One: March – May 2015 (12 weeks)
  Global consumer launch of the Vivid Event Program and travel packages backed by 
extensive print, broadcast and outdoor advertising, digital marketing initiatives and 
PR and content programs. 

2. ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS
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Phase Two: May - June 2015 (4 weeks)
  Implementation of local (Sydney) promotion and information campaign initiatives to 
enhance and manage local attendance; included local broadcast, print and outdoor 
advertising, digital and mobile applications, PR and content distribution programs. 
Undertaken in the four weeks leading up to the event and throughout the 18-day 
event period.

MARKETING MEDIUMS
In Australia, activity was directed through mainstream print and broadcast channels, 
online and mobile sites and outdoor advertising sites. The marketing mix included:

DOMESTIC MARKETS
Consumer Advertising
  Vivid Sydney headlined all Sydney winter destination and events advertising and 
dedicated promotional spots were also launched through online channels.

  Event display advertising, 4-page editorial features appeared in business and arts 
sections of a national and Sydney metropolitan daily newspaper.

  Street-press advertising launched the Vivid Music festival line-up to young inner city 
audiences in Sydney.

  Advertising was also delivered through mobile phone and social media channels. 

  High impact outdoor advertising appeared on prominent billboards and citywide 
metro-lights and bus and tram wraps in Brisbane, Melbourne and Auckland.

Content Distribution
  2.78 million x 20-page Vivid Sydney magazines were distributed via newspapers to 
city and regional domestic markets in NSW, ACT, Queensland, Victoria, Western 
Australia and New Zealand. Additional distribution was through hotels, inbound 
tour operators and information booths located around the city.

  Program content was distributed via travel industry partner websites and DNSW’s 
vividsydney.com, sydney.com and visitnsw.com websites. Other content programs 
encouraged posts and image uploads through mobile and social media channels 
(see section 2b for further detail on website and social media programs).

  Vivid Ideas and Vivid Music guides were distributed through event organisers, 
venues and information booths in Sydney.

PR & Media
  Over 17,000 pieces of coverage through significant media relations campaign across 
domestic and international markets including 24/7 press office, media briefing 
program, media hosting program, extensive media preview week, live cross broadcasts 
and Instameet generating over 235,000 likes.

  Integrated sponsorship of major events and activities to profile Vivid Sydney, including 
Tottenham Hotspur’s visit to Sydney and a live broadcast on the TODAY show (US).

  37 media releases issued, major media launch event which was live streamed and 
preview week profiling new precincts.

  Creation of 16 video news releases/brolls and highlights packages with extensive 
world wide distribution.

City Dressing
  In Sydney, Vivid branding featured on flags, metrolites, hoardings, outdoor billboards 
and pylon banners in harbourside precincts and the Central Business District (CBD).

  Over 1,000 retail activation kits were distributed to key retailers in the event 
footprint. Kits contained posters, window decals and key event information to 
leverage the event branding and increase foot traffic.

INTERNATIONAL MARKETS
Marketing activity in international markets was conducted through cooperative travel 
industry partners and PR and included:

  Cooperative retail print advertising of Vivid Sydney packages.

  Agent education programs including event briefings, sales calls and sponsorship of 
121 international trade familiarisation visits. 

  Collateral distribution to travel industry partners including factsheets, point of sale 
material and purpose produced video content for broadcast advertising.

  Production of the Vivid Sydney booklet in four languages (including Simplified and 
Traditional Chinese, as well as Korean) for distribution to consumer audiences via 
travel industry partners.

  For the China market, production of pull up banners for display by more than 300 
retail travel agencies and a custom made Vivid Sydney promotional broadcast.

  PR activity included media release and outreach and launch events conducted in 
key markets; 93 international media were also sponsored to attend the event. 
Publicity reached a global audience of more than 1.2 billion.



B) WEBSITE / SOCIAL MEDIA / MULTI MEDIA PROGRAM / CAMPAIGN 
Given Vivid Sydney’s focus on the creative applications of cutting edge technology it  
is not surprising that Vivid Sydney digital marketing featured prominently within 
the campaign to promote the event and encourage visitors to enhance and share 
their experiences. 

WEBSITES
The vividsydney.com website was the festival’s primary consumer response and CRM 
resource. Developed by Destination NSW, the Vivid Sydney website published detailed 
event information and carried links to event booking sites and real-time transportation 
information, touring and accommodation information, news feeds, an access and 
inclusion page for disabled visitors featuring a downloadable accessibility map, a 
media servicing centre, travel and hospitality deals and promotions, video and image 
posts, links to social media and apps to enhance the on-ground experience.

Destination NSW’s main consumer site sydney.com also carried extensive Vivid 
Sydney content and including links to latest travel deals and accommodation and 
touring options. 

APPS
Mobile apps were used extensively to extend consumer reach and to enhance the 
event experience for users.

The Vivid Sydney app enabled visitors to browse and discover all Vivid Light 
installations plus Vivid Music and Vivid Ideas program details. The app’s main 
functions for consumers were:

  VividSnap encouraged members of the public to take photos of Vivid Sydney and 
personalise and enhance the images with words, symbols and light filters and 
share with family and friends on social media.

  VividTrails brought Vivid Sydney to life through a collection of bespoke virtual tours 
developed by high profile Sydney ambassadors who explored the different precincts, 
light walks and event programs and gave their recommendations. The trails 
assisted event-goers to find suitable routes around multiple precincts.

  Near Me conveniently matched the locations of those attending the events with 
details of nearby Vivid Sydney light installations, music and ideas events.

  My Vivid enabled users to save information about Vivid Sydney light installations, 
events, precincts and speakers across all their devices and be accessed with a 
MyVivid log in.

SOCIAL MEDIA
Vivid Sydney’s primary social media networks were Facebook, Twitter and Instagram. 
The sites were predominantly used to communicate with consumers to drive 
visitation and recommendations, to reach niche audience for the Ideas and Music 
programs, enable consumers to share experiences with friends and family and 
gather feedback on the festival events.

ELECTRONIC DIRECT MARKETING (EDM) 
Destination NSW promoted key event messages to targeted databases to drive 
response to the vividsydney.com website, promote the Vivid Sydney app and feature 
travel, accommodation, hospitality and ticket offers. Search engine optimisation 
(SEO) and digital display advertising were also used to promote the event and drive 
traffic to the website. 

2015 WEBSITE AND SOCIAL MEDIA RESULTS
  The vividsydney.com website attracted more than 1.95 million visitors,  
a 25% increase on visits from 2014

  Vivid Sydney Facebook attracted 305,928 fans

  Facebook ads and promoted posts reached 17.9 million unique users

  925,928 photos were viewed on Vivid Sydney Facebook

  There were 77,990 downloads of the Vivid Sydney app.
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C) OVERALL SPONSORSHIP PROGRAM 
In 2015 the Vivid Sydney Sponsorship program attracted more than 40 sponsors who 
contributed support for the festival in cash and in-kind contributions.

Vivid’s sponsorship program offers a unique point of difference for prospective 
sponsors: the opportunity to showcase their product or service within an event 
context of creative innovation and cutting edge technology.

The key offering of the program is content integration. Each sponsor is encouraged to 
create engagement with audiences by integrating an event, a promotion or an activity 
within at least one of the Vivid Sydney’s core event program pillars – light, music or ideas.

Destination NSW works with each sponsor to identify content that fits their brand 
objectives and to develop marketing activities to leverage the sponsor investment. 
There are four main sponsor categories, each with tiered levels of rights and benefits 
which include promotion through digital marketing, print collateral and PR plus the 
use of Vivid Sydney IP and Hospitality benefits. The four key categories are:

Vivid Partner 
The festival’s highest-level sponsorship package comprising those organisations 
which contribute significant investment in the event.

Vivid Supporter 
Includes companies and organisations that support the festival through a mixed 
commercial investment comprising content and value-in-kind.

Vivid Collaborator  
Companies that support Vivid Sydney primarily through budget relieving activities 
and/or value-in-kind.

Vivid Precinct 
A category recently introduced to facilitate growth in the geographic footprint of the 
festival. Sponsors (usually Local Government Authorities and Landlords) provide a 
turnkey solution for delivery of Vivid Sydney within their precinct and subsequently 
contract support from local retailers, councils and businesses.

HIGHLIGHTS OF THE 2015 SPONSORSHIP PROGRAM

INTEL
The company partnered with Vivid Sydney for the 5th consecutive year in 2015 to 
showcase the creative and innovative values of the brand; ‘Intel Inside’ technology 
powered high-profile light activation and sponsorship leverage activity included B2B 
exposure through industry seminars and presentations at Vivid Ideas.

In 2015, Intel technology was imbedded into the following light installations:

Transcendence  
Intel Real Sense technology was showcased in this real-life impressive, towering 
structure that displayed code-driven light shows each night during Vivid. This was 
the first time Intel Real Sense technology was showcased to the public in Australia to 
this degree.

A Game of Drones  
Intel remote-controlled bots engaged in a skyward bumper race using Intel-powered 
tablets, illuminating a massive, specially designed drone enclosure.

Harbour Lights  
Intel ‘Galileo’ boards were installed on ferries and used satellite navigation to 
pinpoint different harbour zones. Brilliant LED lights also installed on the vessels 
changed colour as the vessels travelled into these different harbour zones.

INDEED
Indeed, the world’s #1 job site, launched their first brand marketing campaign in 
Australia: ‘How the world works’™ during Vivid. Indeed’s sponsorship objective was to 
convey the ‘future of work’ to respective industry bodies through the Vivid Ideas 
program. Specific activations were: 

  Sponsorship of the You are Here light installation at Dawes Point – with the 
positioning: ‘Indeed can help you get to where you want to be’.

  Vivid Sydney Retail Activation Kits – Indeed provided a recruitment service offer to 
retailers located within the event footprint via the Vivid Sydney Retail Activation Program.

VIVID PRECINCTS
Three new precincts Chatswood, Pyrmont & The Star and Central Park were added 
to the Vivid Sydney program in 2015 through the Vivid Precinct sponsorship category:

Chatswood
The precinct was transformed through creation of an evocative underwater fantasy 
including a spectacular re-imagining of Chinese lanterns as giant child-friendly sea 
creatures, in line with the main theme of protecting the marine environment. 

Pyrmont & The Star 
Vivid Sydney 2015 saw the expansion of The Star’s precinct activation into Pyrmont. 
The harbour-side precinct was transformed into a multi-sensory game zone where 
visitors were able to interact with installations accompanied by friends and family.

Central Park
Sydney’s internationally acclaimed urban village, Central Park became a part of Vivid 
in 2015 with a series of installations and activations including projection of the 
Streets Ahead light show on the façade of an old Brewery, a street art exhibition, 
pop-up bar and night markets plus a ‘silent disco’ on Friday and Saturday nights.
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D) CRITICAL COMPONENT PROGRAMS 

VOLUNTEER PROGRAM
Sydney has an outstanding reputation for staging major events and has fostered a 
great tradition of volunteering. As Vivid Sydney has grown, the festival has become 
more reliant on the assistance of volunteers. Destination NSW invests considerable 
resources into the recruitment, training, team building and logistical management of 
its volunteer program.

In 2015, Vivid Sydney was assisted by 403 volunteers, who predominantly contributed 
their time to the provision of guest and information services. 

To ensure the best outcomes for the event, and for participants and the volunteers 
themselves, Destination NSW contracted volunteer management company, 
Eventeamwork to provide specialist assistance in the design and implementation of 
the program. A detailed volunteer management plan was prepared which covered all 
aspects of recruitment, communication, administration, safety, volunteer training, 
onsite management and post event acknowledgement. A special volunteer manual 
was produced and face-to-face training included special briefing sessions, team 
leader training and site inductions. Careful planning of shifts and personnel 
optimised deployment ensured volunteers were rotated through different roles and 
responsibilities. Volunteers were in regular communication with organisers (and 
each other) via newsletters, email, phone and a Facebook page.

VOLUNTEER PROGRAM STATISTICS – VIVID SYDNEY 2015

  Total number of people who volunteered during Vivid Sydney 2015 - 403

 Total number of volunteer hours during Vivid Sydney 2015 - 14,253 hours

 Average number of shifts completed by volunteers - 6.9 shifts

 Total number of volunteer meal packs - 2,245 meals

 Youngest volunteer during Vivid 2015 - 18 years old

 Oldest volunteer during Vivid 2015 - 82 years old

 Average age of volunteers during Vivid 2015 - 26 years old

 Number of photos and videos on Facebook Vivid Volunteers Group - 414 

 Number of Volunteer Team Leaders - 27

 Average hours contributed by Team Leaders during Vivid 2015 - 69 hours each

According to the national peak body for volunteering, Volunteering Australia, the 
current value for a volunteering hour is $27.45*. Based on this rate and the number 
of hours worked by Vivid Sydney volunteers, their labour contribution to the event is 
valued at more than $390,000. However the volunteers also made other contributions 
to the success of the festival including their diligence, openness, empathy and 
enthusiasm for the festival. 
*Source: Volunteering Australia, May 2015
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D) CRITICAL COMPONENT PROGRAMS 

GREEN PROGRAM
Vivid Sydney organisers are deeply committed to achieving carbon reduction targets 
and implementing sustainable approaches to all aspects of the event. The Vivid 
Sydney Light Walk in itself is a vast showcase of sustainable lighting applications and 
solutions and the Vivid Ideas program has proven to be a powerful program to 
facilitate exchange of ideas and connections associated with achieving better 
sustainability in urban design, product manufacture and architecture. Vivid Sydney 
appointed a not-for-profit sustainability company Banksia Foundation to review all 
green measures.

In 2015, the NSW Government announced that Vivid Sydney had achieved an important 
milestone in its commitment to sustainability by powering grid-connected lighting 
installations with 100% GreenPower-accredited renewable energy that has zero net 
greenhouse gas emissions and minimal impact on the environment. 

The move forms part of a forward planning initiative aimed at ensuring that as the 
event’s footprint gets bigger, its impact on the environment will reduce. 

In 2015, Destination NSW set a carbon minimisation target of 97% across the Vivid 
Sydney Light Walk. Actions to achieve the milestone included the purchase of 
carbon-offset credits, and a detailed and comprehensive approach to minimizing 
waste, energy and water usage across the event. Actions included:

  Ensuring that Vivid Sydney venues, precinct and event partners had responsible 
carbon management and sustainability policies in place. As an example, the Sydney 
Opera House implemented detailed policies which extended to issuing artists and 
crews with reusable water bottles (saved disposal of an estimated 6,000 plastic 
water bottles during the festival); donating surplus food to the food charity 
OzHarvest and introducing wireless microphones powered by re-chargeable rather 
than disposable batteries. 

  Lighting sculptures and installations used energy efficient LED lighting and some 
directly incorporated solar energy cells to gather energy from the sun to power 
night-time displays. Installations and light sculptures also used energy saving 
motion sensors to activate lighting and multi-media functions.

  There was extensive promotion of public transport to travel to the event – 97% of 
attendees to Vivid Light used public transport or travelled by foot in 2015.

  Comprehensive recycling practices in venues and precincts were applied to 
consumables including food and beverage packaging, decorations and giveaways. 
All had to be recyclable, compostable or reusable and appropriate numbers of 
recycling bins were on site.

  Destination NSW reduced reliance on print collateral through use of apps and 
electronic marketing and electronic ticketing at events. Vivid Sydney collateral was 
printed in Australia on FSC 100% recycled paper where possible, using vegetable 
based inks and was certified carbon neutral.
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D) CRITICAL COMPONENT PROGRAMS 

EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM
The Vivid Ideas program is an educational program for professionals working in the 
creative industries, executed through the exchange of information, discussion and 
practitioner workshops. In 2015, a key aspect of the program was education and 
creativity, which gave rise to a series of educational events for teachers. 

TEACHING TEACHERS
The core event was a symposium on fostering creativity and innovation in the 
classroom. The keynote speaker was one of the world’s most progressive and 
engaging educators, Gary Stager, whose keen interest is in educating, computing and 
creativity. The symposium also included a panel discussion presented by some of 
Australia’s most innovative teachers. Practitioner events for teachers included:

  A workshop about teaching design technologies to communicate complex data and 
information in the classroom.
  A presentation on the learning and teaching potential of the new wave of ‘text books’ 
- iBooks featuring animations and multi-media.
  A practical workshop for teachers to gain understanding of processes that engage 
creativity and promote experiential learning in their students.
 A wake-up session on breaking boredom and fueling creativity.

TEACHING YOUNG ADULTS AND STUDENTS
In addition to the teachers education program, Vivid Ideas hosted a series of 
hands-on workshops and interactive learning sessions for students and young 
adults; the aim was to open up possibilities for creating new technologies rather 
than just consuming them. Educational events included: 
  A workshop which encouraged students aged 13-16 to design and program 
multi-media light art installations.
  A ‘Robowars’ workshop which encouraged young inventors to construct combat 
robots from metal, power tools and remote-control toy parts to build the ultimate 
fighting machine and compete in public tournaments.

  The University of Sydney’s program, Vivid Path to the Future with a series of  
cross-disciplinary events addressing social challenges such as obesity. 
  Intercellular project, a interdisciplinary project at the University of Sydney where 
students from Biology and Architecture faculties worked together to produce 3min 
videos projected on the façade of the University Quadrangle for Vivid Sydney.
  A music conference featuring leading industry speakers, interactive sessions, and 
resources for young musicians, looking to forge a career in the music industry.

CHILDREN’S PROGRAM
Vivid Sydney is an event that welcomes families and celebrates the creative 
potential of children. The Vivid Light program turns the city into a giant playground; 
many of the light installations and building projections are interactive and children 
are actively encouraged to explore, play, learn and create. The Vivid Music and  
Vivid Ideas program also feature workshops and activities designed to inspire and 
enchant children. Some of the most popular experiences for children during  
Vivid Sydney 2015 included:

VIVID LIGHT 
  Paint the Town used an interactive touch screen where children could design their own 
colourful city skyline by selecting colours and patterns that were then projected onto 
the facades of 10 skyscrapers around Circular Quay.
  Piano Stairs transformed the stairway of the AMP Building at Circular Quay into a 
giant, multi-coloured piano keyboard. Children were able to energetically compose 
and play music by walking and jumping onto the keyboard.
  The Vivid Laser Fountain Water Theatre in Darling Harbour entertained children of all 
ages with a show that featured choreographed 35-metre-high fountains, a battery of 
coloured lasers and a soundtrack composed by The Presets. 
  The Star’s Mission Control at Pyrmont Bay Park enticed children by offering them 
control of 50 powerful searchlights which projected above the city and moved when 
children activated colours and sequences of movement on a touch screen panel. 
  Pyrmont Pyro took the always popular notion of a toy drum and reinvented it by 
locating 10 drum kits in a park and equipped them with glowing drum sticks that sent 
digital fireworks into an avenue of trees.

VIVID MUSIC
  Dress Up Attack!: This all-day mini-festival of family fun was geared towards children 
aged 2-8 and offered a collage of indie-rock performances, DJ sets, book readings and 
dress-ups, hosted by popular children’s television Play School legend Rhys Muldoon. 
  Central Park’s Silent Disco: Perfect for the tweens, this silent-disco spectacular was 
hosted in Sydney’s new Central Park precinct. Dancers of all ages were lost in a blaze 
of projections and light and boogied the evening away to one of three DJ sets 
streamed live to the wireless headphones provided to the young participants. 

VIVID IDEAS
  Archikidz PLAY[ground] took place at the Hyde Park Barracks over the three days of 
the June long weekend and operated as a hub for children’s interactive play 
installations, workshops and activities. 
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D) CRITICAL COMPONENT PROGRAMS 

FOOD & BEVERAGE PROGRAM
In 2015, Vivid Sydney took the theme of creativity beyond light, music and ideas by 
delivering an impressive line-up of bespoke dining experiences, especially tailored 
for visitors to the festival. 

Destination NSW encouraged many of the city’s top restaurants to supply their 
offerings as ‘street food’ from food trucks and stalls and transform the seven city 
precincts involved in the festival into outdoor entertainment and dining venues. 
Dedicated ‘foodies’ could even plan their own Vivid Sydney dining trail with some of 
Sydney’s hippest purveyors of food and beverages presenting an exciting range of 
options in special ‘pop-up’ outlets lining the route. Precinct specialties included:

MARTIN PLACE
Here the visual feast was integrated with a dining feast; street food developed by six of 
Sydney’s most innovative fine dining restaurants including Argentinian sandwiches 
with spice lamb sausages, BBQ peppers and chimichurri; Lebanese ‘with a twist’ 
introduced fried chicken with squid ink sauces, Asian street fare offered fresh flavours 
of lime, lemongrass and chilli, organic food direct from paddock to plate, highly 
creative gelato choices and beverages that included wine from NSW’s 14 wine regions.

CIRCULAR QUAY
At Circular Quay, the dining choices were enhanced by their harbour views; the 
Sydney Opera House hosted a pop-up indoor harbour view bar in the Northern Foyer 
of the Concert Hall and the Museum of Contemporary Art Australia (MCA) featured a 
winter menu enhanced by a special ‘glow in the dark’ cocktail.

DARLING HARBOUR & PYRMONT
Here the thriving restaurant precinct was alive with diners and nearby at The Star a 
pop-up festival dessert bar focused on special Vivid Treats including cotton candy, 
popcorn, coffee, hot chocolate, chocolate fountains and crepes.

THE UNIVERSITY OF SYDNEY
The front lawns at one of Sydney’s hallowed halls of learning hosted night markets 
and hearty specials such as 8 hour stewed beef in a pie floater with mushy peas 
washed down with boutique crafted beers and ciders as well as mulled wine.

CENTRAL PARK 
This inner city precinct featured a pop-up bar, night markets and Brazilian street 
food to groove with eclectic entertainment that took visitors on a journey throughout 
music history. 

CHATSWOOD
Renowned for its Asian and Chinese dining, here the focus was on casual food 
offerings in a family-friendly designed space, including a sandpit for the children. 

CARRIAGEWORKS
At this popular inner city performance venue, four ‘rock stars’ of Sydney’s Italian 
restaurant scene joined forces to present the Italo Dining and Disco Club. Here the 
pairing was Italian specialties and natural wines with entertainment from 
internationally renowned and respected Italian disco legends.
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D) CRITICAL COMPONENT PROGRAMS 

ENTERTAINMENT PROGRAM
In 2015, Vivid Music comprised of performances by more than 360 musicians in 110 
shows at 14 venues across the city. In addition, each precinct involved in the Vivid 
Light program added entertainment extensions to enhance the audience experience 
of the fantasy environment created by the light installations and projections.

This multi-dimensional approach to entertaining audiences created an extremely 
dynamic atmosphere as people came out in large numbers to attend. Many of the 
music performances were held in unusual and intimate spaces creating a more 
immersive and multi-dimensional experience for audiences. Examples included:

Aussie Rock Icons The Hoodoo Gurus performed at Sydney‘s ‘ Living History’ 
Powerhouse Museum. The concert was held in the museum’s Special Exhibition Hall, 
which was turned into a psychedelic ‘happening’ for the show. A dazzling array of 
modern and antique lighting effects (digital projectors and analogue devices) saw the 
concert venue become an all-encompassing light and sound spectacular. The 
museum also displayed many items of Hoodoo Gurus memorabilia.

Grace Jones brought her spectacular multi-media show to the Carriageworks’ 
Modulations Music program. Seeing one of the world’s original electronic music 
pioneers and true cultural innovators perform in the intimate setting of the venue was 
an added incentive for the audiences resulting in three full houses. Carriageworks 
Modulations Music program is itself a multi-arts performance venue and the six days of 
the modulations program featured performances delivered in tandem with 
contemporary ideas and innovative food experiences. Another good example of the 
Modulations program was the Italo Dining and Disco Club featuring the cuisine of four 
Italian chefs and dance music by Italian disco kings spun by DJ Beppe Loda.

BBC Earth’s Life Story installation-enraptured audiences who viewed the captivating 
footage of the natural world projected onto the cavernous roof of a man-made tunnel 
while listening to the soothing sounds of Sir David Attenborough’s narration.

Vivid LIVE at the Sydney Opera House invited the world’s leading artists, creative 
collectives, promoters and digital animators to raise the roof within the iconic 
structure’s theatres, rehearsal spaces, recording studios and most famously, its 
iconic sails. The program ranged from traditional concerts, to combination events 
featuring live talks and performances and ‘studio parties’ held in basement recording 
studios featuring some of the world’s top underground bands performing to a 
dancing audience. 
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D) CRITICAL COMPONENT PROGRAMS 

COMMUNITY OUTREACH PROGRAM 
Destination NSW is committed to delivering Vivid Sydney through the implementation 
of wide ranging policies to support the local community through:

  Increasing the accessibility of arts, educational and creative programs to the community. 

  The professional forums and workshops of the Vivid Ideas program, supporting 
creative industry professionals in addressing environmental and social problems 
through innovation and collaboration. As an example, in 2015, a key focus was the 
application of design thinking to address major challenges in education, transport, 
urban design and healthcare.

  Providing an inspiring and practical demonstration of latest technology to improve 
urban environments through the artistry of light and sustainable approaches to 
energy usage.

  Ensuring commercial sustainability of small business through stimulation of 
customers in precinct and suburban town centres across the city during less 
productive winter trading periods.

In 2015, to further support the business community, Destination NSW created special 
Retail Activation Packs for distribution to shops, cafés, hotel, restaurants operating 
within the footprint of the festival. This initiative offered retailers a free range of 
collateral to help them in attracting customers to their businesses throughout the 
event period. The move was in response to research from 2014, which showed that 
retailers who activated with Vivid Sydney branding, had significantly more traffic and 
sales than those who did not. 

The collateral included two kits: a retail point-of-display kit and a digital toolkit:

RETAIL KIT CONTENTS
   Vivid Sydney Souvenir Edition Newspaper Magazine

  Fact Sheet with key event information 

  Point-Of-Sale (POS) countertop boxes

  Gloss double-sided posters

   Large decals

  Window decal sheet featured three decal sizes 

   Button badges

  Indeed – Vivid Supporter content, offering a recruitment service offer to retailers.

DIGITAL TOOLKIT
A digital toolkit was also provided to enable business to promote their involvement 
with the festival through their own website and collateral. It contained Vivid Sydney 
branded artwork and templates to assist digital production of menus, flyers and 
other items.

Destination NSW also offered assistance in installing the kits and window decals, and 
organised time with each individual business to assist them with the program.
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MERCHANDISE PROGRAM
Destination NSW does not operate a branded merchandising program for the Vivid 
Sydney festival. Instead it facilitates the licencing of independent merchandise 
vendors to operate during the event. In 2015, this included the Aids Council of NSW,  
a charitable organisation, who sold a range of light and glow merchandise to raise 
funds for their programs.

EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS PROGRAM
Destination NSW has a detailed risk management framework, which covers all policy 
and operational aspects of staging this major, public outdoor event including 
emergency preparedness and public safety. 

For Vivid Sydney 2015, risk management was overseen by Events & Sports Projects 
Australia (ESPA), a highly experienced, major event risk-management company. The 
company developed a detailed plan covering more than 3,300 potential risks and 
associated mitigation strategies. Risk identification ranged from major security 
risks, to issues associated with crowd and traffic management, technical 
malfunctions, street crime, weather contingencies, food contamination, accidents 
and lost children. 

The plan was prepared in conjunction with Destination NSW and the NSW Events 
Operations Group (EOG) that comprises more than 20 Government agencies and is 
convened by the NSW Department of Premier and Cabinet as a whole-of-government 
coordination body for major events.

During the festival the Government Coordination Centre in operation daily, assembled 
key decision makers from agencies such as NSW Police, NSW Ambulance, precinct 
land owners and event venues. Supporting them on the ground were security and 
tactical response units, which could move into action in the event of an emergency.

The centre maintained regular contact with event staff on the ground across all the 
Vivid Sydney venues, who were constantly monitoring and reporting back information 
about crowd numbers and any issues (e.g. accidents, falls, crime) to the Control 

Centre, so that decisions could be made quickly and solutions provided that would 
address the matter promptly and appropriately and prevent any further escalation of 
risk. For example, when crowd numbers were growing too quickly in the Circular 
Quay precinct, the Control Centre was able to proactively implement measures to 
filter crowds off trains approaching the precinct and direct them instead to a less 
busy precinct to alleviate risks from crowding. 

After the event, detailed analysis of what had occurred during the 18 days of the 
festival provided insights that will be incorporated into the risk management 
framework and emergency preparedness for Vivid Sydney 2016. 
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A key feature of the Vivid Sydney festival is the breadth and depth of its access and 
inclusion program. The aim is to produce an experience of Vivid Sydney that is safe, 
inclusive, accessible and enjoyable for all including people with disability, mobility 
requirements, sensory considerations, temporary injury, or the elderly and parents 
with prams. 

In 2015, ongoing community consultation with disability groups was conducted to 
guide and enhance Vivid Sydney planning and an Access & Inclusion Coordinator 
ensured all initiatives were implemented and communicated to diverse access 
groups via the media and community networks. 

LIGHT WALK
  Many of the Light Walk installations provided a range of sensory, tactile, auditory 
and visual interactivity options. Guests could also move around, through and on 
certain installations to activate specific functions.

  Initiatives were also implemented to offer a holistic ‘door-to-door’ access 
experience for the Light Walk: from transport, to event, to viewing areas and ‘chill 
out zones’, to services and facilities and travel home. Initiatives included ramps, 
access seating options, viewing areas, clear pathways, accessible interaction areas, 
clear signage and accessible services and facilities.

  A special access Light Walk trail was developed with maps, descriptions and also 
an audio tour option downloadable from the Vivid Sydney responsive website and 
mobile app. This was presented by the access and inclusion ambassador and 
Australian Paralympian, Hannah Dodd.

VIVID SYDNEY WEBSITE AND TOOLS
  The Vivid Sydney website featured accessible functions to increase text size and 
contrast and the site was also enabled with text to talk functionality via screen 
readers and smartphone accessibility voiceover tools. 

  Downloadable audio descriptions allowed guests with vision impairment the option 
to listen to brief descriptive texts via an electronic voice. 60 installations were 
described using this function.

  A detailed access and inclusion website page included event information and maps 
to assist guests in planning their Vivid Sydney experience. Guests could easily view 
the accessible services and pathways via the downloadable map that showed 
viewing areas, drop-off zones, transport, accessible parking areas, information 
booths and accessible toilet facilities.

CUSTOMER SERVICE 
  Customer service email and phone hotlines assisted access guests to pre-plan for the 
event. This service provided advice specifically for access guests who could not use 
the internet and who needed added assistance gathering information for a holistic 
experience. Additional information was available on matters such as wheelchair hire, 
accommodation, Wheelchair Accessible Taxi Service (WATs), tours and general 
tourism. A customer enquiry register logged all enquiries and responses. 

  The Sydney Opera House also offered a special ‘Lighting of Sails’ audio-described 
Tour for vision-impaired guests. The tour catered for visitors who are blind or have 
low vision and their companions and offered a live visual description of the images 
projected onto the Sydney Opera House sails and other sensory and tactile 
elements were incorporated into the tour to enhance the overall experience.

  All members of the Vivid Sydney team, volunteers, contractors and security were 
given special briefings on ‘Communicating with people with disability / disability 
terminology’ handout and provided with a Vivid Sydney Access & Inclusion A-Z 
information sheet.
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PARKING, FACILITIES & SIGNAGE
  The customer service unit also offered pre-booked mini-bus  
accessible parking for disability services groups. Vivid Guest Service 
personnel managed staff and volunteers to meet and greet  
guests upon arrival. 

  Additional proposed drop-off/pick-up zones for festival precincts were 
managed by Police or Traffic Controllers in safe zones where traffic and 
pedestrian safety would not be impeded. 

  Additional temporary accessible toilet units in conjunction with existing 
facilities were added across all precincts.

  High visibility signage for people using wheelchairs were placed to identify 
viewing areas, drop-off zones, pathways and accessible facilities. 

VENUES
  An accessible venue audit was completed to identify Vivid Music and Vivid 
Ideas venues that offered accessible facilities such as venue website 
information, ramps, lifts, clear pathways, signage, toilets, wide doorways, 
seating options, dance floors, and hearing loop technology. The 
information was stored in a database for future reference.

  For the first time, Auslan interpreters and real-time stenographers for 
hearing-impaired guests were available for all three Vivid Ideas ‘Game 
Changer’ major events. 

  Information about Vivid Music and Vivid Ideas venues and their accessible 
services accompanied ticketing information on the Vivid Sydney website.

VIEWING AREAS
  Viewing areas offered access guests and their family/friends a less 
congested area to view light installations at the Sydney Opera House, the 
Overseas Passenger Terminal and Darling Harbour.

INFORMATION BOOTHS
  Accessible information booths were clearly signed and equipped with 
lower counter tops for wheelchair visitors.

  Volunteer staff were briefed and prepared to effectively communicate with 
people with disability and accessibility maps and guide dog water bowls 
with water were also available.
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3. SUPPORTING MATERIALS
A) PROMOTIONAL / MARKETING CAMPAIGN & MEDIA OUTREACH
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   Vivid Sydney Souvenir Edition 
Newspaper Magazine
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A) PROMOTIONAL / MARKETING CAMPAIGN & MEDIA OUTREACH
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   Vivid Sydney Wayfinders



A) PROMOTIONAL / MARKETING CAMPAIGN & MEDIA OUTREACH
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  Vivid Sydney Tram in Melbourne

  Vivid Sydney Street Banners
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   Vivid Sydney Digital Billboard in Melbourne
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B) WEBSITE / SOCIAL MEDIA / MULTI MEDIA PROGRAM / CAMPAIGN 

1.95 million
34,000

27,000

VISITS TO VIVIDSYDNEY.COM

TWITTER FOLLOWERS

INSTAGRAM FOLLOWERS

305,928
FACEBOOK LIKES
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Vivid Sydney 2015 Brand Assets & Guidelines for Vivid Sydney Partners & Supporters | 6

Vivid Sydney Logo - Horizontal 
Tagline, Locator & Dates

Vivid Sydney Logo - Horizontal 
Tagline & Locator

VIVID_MASTER_BLUE_HOR_DATES VIVID_MASTER_BLUE_HOR_LMI

Location of asset file in toolkit:

ASSETS \ LOGOS \ VIVID

VIVID SYDNEY 
COLOUR LOGOS

When appearing on 
photography, the Vivid 
Sydney logo should only 
be applied to sections of 
images that allow the logo 
to stand out. Background 
colours should be minimal 
and should not detract 
from the logo.

Both the logo and the 
framing devices have been 
trademarked and the TM 
must be used on these 
elements at all times.

Vivid Sydney Logo - Vertical 
Tagline, Locator & Dates

Vivid Sydney Logo - Vertical 
Tagline & Locator

VIVID_MASTER_BLUE_VERT_DATES VIVID_MASTER_BLUE_VERT_LMI

VIVID SYDNEY BRAND & LOGOS
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C) OVERALL SPONSORSHIP PROGRAM 

Vivid Sydney 2015 Brand Assets & Guidelines for Vivid Sydney Partners & Supporters | A

VIVID SYDNEY 2015
BRAND ASSETS & GUIDELINES
FOR VIVID SYDNEY PARTNERS & SUPPORTERS

AS AT FEBRUARY, 2015

Vivid Sydney is owned and managed by Destination NSW on behalf of the NSW Government. All rights reserved.
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IMAGERY ASSETS

IMAGERY

The images shown on 
this page are examples 
of the range of visual 
representation of Vivid 
Sydney. All images used 
will need to be approved 
by DNSW. When selecting 
imagery, make sure there 
is a clear sense of:

Place 
Iconic Sydney architecture 
and spaces should be 
clearly captured.

People 
Show people and 
movement, giving a sense 
of energy and excitement.

Scale and angle 
Give a feeling of grandeur 
and importance to the event.

Uniqueness 
Vivid Sydney is a unique 
event, and so the 
promotional photography 
should feature unique 
and artistic qualities.

Image and video access 
Image and video footage 
can be accessed via the 
DNSW image library: 
destinationnsw.com.au/
news-and-media/image-
libraryExamples only

Vivid Sydney 2015 Brand Assets & Guidelines for Vivid Sydney Partners & Supporters | 12

VIVID COLOURS

The primary colour for 
Vivid Sydney is black. 
Reflecting a night sky, this 
colour should be used for 
background applications. 

The blue and pink can be 
used as highlight colours. 
Only use them for text or 
graphic elements.

VIVID SYDNEY COLOURS

Text/highlight colourText/highlight colour

PMS 312
c94 m0 y11 k0
r0 g175 b219

PMS Process Magenta
c0 m100 y0 k0
r236 g0 b140

Background colour

PMS 5255
c67 m60 y0 k83
r23 g20 b57

Alternate background colour

PMS Process Black
c30 m30 y30 k100
r0 g0 b0
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D) CRITICAL COMPONENT PROGRAMS 
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  Vivid Sydney Music Guide
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  Vivid Sydney Ideas Guide
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WHAT IS VIVID SYDNEY?

FOR MORE EVENT INFORMATION TO 
PLAN YOUR VISIT 

vividsydney.com/transport

To speak to someone about your  
transport options call 

131500

If you have any questions about road closures,  
special event clearways or current traffic  

conditions call 132 701

Connect with us

 @vividsydney

 vividsydney

 @vividsydney

This information is correct at the time of publishing, provided to you by the organisers 
of Vivid Sydney as a community announcement to help minimise traffic disruptions 
throughout the Central and Greater areas of Sydney. Organisers are working 
together with NSW Police, Transport for NSW and other Government stakeholders to 
ensure that Vivid Sydney 2015 operates at the highest possible standard whilst 
minimising the impacts of the event on residents, businesses and road users.

VIVID SYDNEY 2015 PRECINCTS

SYDNEY OPERA HOUSE
See the stunning Lighting of the Sails or book tickets to some 
of the best contemporary music artists in town as they take 
centre stage for Vivid LIVE.

CIRCULAR QUAY
This colourful precinct is part of the Light Walk and has good 
access to ferries and Customs House.

THE ROCKS
Follow the amazing Light Walk and discover the lighting 
installations around the precinct. See 3D-mapped projections 
onto the MCA.

WALSH BAY
Explore the western branch of the Light Walk, or check out what’s 
on at Roslyn Packer Theatre Walsh Bay and Wharf Theatre.

DARLING HARBOUR
This is the home of the Vivid Laser-Fountain Water Theatre  
as well as the Australian National Maritime Museum’s  
rooftop lighting.

HARBOUR LIGHTS
View this dazzling spectacle from the harbour foreshore or 
travel around Sydney Harbour aboard one the many 
participating vessels which depart from Circular Quay and 
King Street Wharf.

MARTIN PLACE
The daytime centre of the city will be illuminated at night. The 
exquisite light shows will be matched by great food from 
Sydney’s hippest purveyors. 

PYRMONT & THE STAR
Installations and activations will surprise and delight at every 
turn from Pyrmont Bridge all the way up to The Star’s 
spectacular rooftop bar, Vivid Lounge at Sky Terrace.

CENTRAL PARK
For the first time Sydney’s internationally acclaimed urban 
village Central Park becomes a part of Vivid Sydney. 
Complementing existing onsite public artworks Vivid Sydney 
brings a unique beat to the new heart of ‘downtown’ Sydney. 

THE UNIVERSITY OF SYDNEY
From 25 – 31 May, the University of Sydney will once again be 
transformed into a glittering canvas of light, live performance 
and inspiring ideas. 

CHATSWOOD
Vivid Sydney will transform the busy food and retail hub of 
Chatswood for the first time, into a flowing light walk journey 
with mesmerising immersive light experiences.

IMPORTANT INFORMATION FOR 
LOCAL RESIDENTS

Vivid Sydney is the largest festival of its kind in the world, 
combining light, music and ideas from 22 May to 8 June. 
For the past seven years the annual event has welcomed 
visitors from around the world. More than 1.43 million 
people took part in Vivid Sydney 2014, with the event 
named Australian Tourism Event of the Year.

For 18 consecutive nights, Sydney will become the 
colourful canvas for 3D projections and light installations 
transforming our harbour foreshore.

To help make this year’s festival even more successful, 
extra public transport services will be running to help 
people move around the city. 

GETTING AROUND THE CITY DURING 
VIVID SYDNEY

EXTRA PUBLIC TRANSPORT SERVICES
Everyone planning to take part in Vivid Sydney will be 
encouraged to leave their car at home and take advantage 
of the extra train and bus services running over the 18 days 
of the festival. 

There will be large crowds in the city, particularly over the 
weekends, so be sure to allow plenty of extra time to get 
around as the Circular Quay precinct and public transport 
will be crowded.

Regular bus routes and stops in the CBD will be  
changed while road closures are in place. Details will be 
displayed at the relevant bus stops in the days leading up to 
Vivid Sydney 2015.

For everything you need to know about getting around 
Sydney by public transport during the event go to 
vividsydney.com.au/transport or call 131 500.

ROAD CLOSURES AND SPECIAL 
EVENT CLEARWAYS

Extensive road closures and special event clearways in 
the Sydney CBD, The Rocks and Walsh Bay will also be 
in place to help minimise traffic congestion and keep 
pedestrians safe. 

Roads will be closed from 7pm on weekdays and from 
5pm on weekends including the public holiday on  
Monday 8 June. The festival’s busiest nights are expected 
to be Friday to Sunday nights and every night of the  
long weekend.

Some of these changes will be in your local area and may 
impact you, so please take the time to familiarise yourself 
with the information provided.

While the road closures are in place, leave your car at 
home and take advantage of the extra public transport 
services. If you do need to drive, expect delays, allow 
additional travel time and plan to travel outside of the 
road closure times. 

If you own a business, arrange for deliveries to arrive well 
before road closure times, as no access will be granted 
once the closures are in place.

Special event clearways are no parking zones, even for 
residents and businesses with parking permits and 
Mobility Parking Scheme permits. Vehicles left in special 
event clearways will be towed and fees apply, so check 
signs before parking.

Details of the road closures and special 
event clearways are shown on the map 

provided, however please note that 
closures are extensive and can’t all be 

shown on the map.

For a full breakdown of closures by 
time and day, go to  

vividsydney.com/transport

SPECIAL EVENT CLEARWAYS 
AND ROAD CLOSURES IN THE 
SYDNEY CBD AREA.

VIVID 
SYDNEY 
2015
22 MAY – 8 JUNE

Vivid Sydney is the world’s largest 
festival of light, music and ideas, 
which for 18 days - from 22 May to 
8 June 2015 - transforms the 
Harbour City with its colourful 
creative canvas.   

Now in its seventh year, and owned and 
managed by Destination NSW, the NSW 
Government’s tourism and major events 
agency, Vivid Sydney features large scale light 
installations and projections (Vivid Light); 
music performances and collaborations (Vivid 
Music including Vivid LIVE at the Sydney 
Opera House); and creative ideas, discussion 
and debate (Vivid Ideas), all celebrating 
Sydney as the creative hub of the Asia-Pacific. 
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WHAT IS VIVID SYDNEY?

FOR MORE EVENT INFORMATION TO 
PLAN YOUR VISIT 

vividsydney.com/transport

To speak to someone about your  
transport options call 

131500

If you have any questions about road closures,  
special event clearways or current traffic  

conditions call 132 701

Connect with us

 @vividsydney

 vividsydney

 @vividsydney

This information is correct at the time of publishing, provided to you by the organisers 
of Vivid Sydney as a community announcement to help minimise traffic disruptions 
throughout the Central and Greater areas of Sydney. Organisers are working 
together with NSW Police, Transport for NSW and other Government stakeholders to 
ensure that Vivid Sydney 2015 operates at the highest possible standard whilst 
minimising the impacts of the event on residents, businesses and road users.

VIVID SYDNEY 2015 PRECINCTS

SYDNEY OPERA HOUSE
See the stunning Lighting of the Sails or book tickets to some 
of the best contemporary music artists in town as they take 
centre stage for Vivid LIVE.

CIRCULAR QUAY
This colourful precinct is part of the Light Walk and has good 
access to ferries and Customs House.

THE ROCKS
Follow the amazing Light Walk and discover the lighting 
installations around the precinct. See 3D-mapped projections 
onto the MCA.

WALSH BAY
Explore the western branch of the Light Walk, or check out what’s 
on at Roslyn Packer Theatre Walsh Bay and Wharf Theatre.

DARLING HARBOUR
This is the home of the Vivid Laser-Fountain Water Theatre  
as well as the Australian National Maritime Museum’s  
rooftop lighting.

HARBOUR LIGHTS
View this dazzling spectacle from the harbour foreshore or 
travel around Sydney Harbour aboard one the many 
participating vessels which depart from Circular Quay and 
King Street Wharf.

MARTIN PLACE
The daytime centre of the city will be illuminated at night. The 
exquisite light shows will be matched by great food from 
Sydney’s hippest purveyors. 

PYRMONT & THE STAR
Installations and activations will surprise and delight at every 
turn from Pyrmont Bridge all the way up to The Star’s 
spectacular rooftop bar, Vivid Lounge at Sky Terrace.

CENTRAL PARK
For the first time Sydney’s internationally acclaimed urban 
village Central Park becomes a part of Vivid Sydney. 
Complementing existing onsite public artworks Vivid Sydney 
brings a unique beat to the new heart of ‘downtown’ Sydney. 

THE UNIVERSITY OF SYDNEY
From 25 – 31 May, the University of Sydney will once again be 
transformed into a glittering canvas of light, live performance 
and inspiring ideas. 

CHATSWOOD
Vivid Sydney will transform the busy food and retail hub of 
Chatswood for the first time, into a flowing light walk journey 
with mesmerising immersive light experiences.

IMPORTANT INFORMATION FOR 
LOCAL RESIDENTS

Vivid Sydney is the largest festival of its kind in the world, 
combining light, music and ideas from 22 May to 8 June. 
For the past seven years the annual event has welcomed 
visitors from around the world. More than 1.43 million 
people took part in Vivid Sydney 2014, with the event 
named Australian Tourism Event of the Year.

For 18 consecutive nights, Sydney will become the 
colourful canvas for 3D projections and light installations 
transforming our harbour foreshore.

To help make this year’s festival even more successful, 
extra public transport services will be running to help 
people move around the city. 

GETTING AROUND THE CITY DURING 
VIVID SYDNEY

EXTRA PUBLIC TRANSPORT SERVICES
Everyone planning to take part in Vivid Sydney will be 
encouraged to leave their car at home and take advantage 
of the extra train and bus services running over the 18 days 
of the festival. 

There will be large crowds in the city, particularly over the 
weekends, so be sure to allow plenty of extra time to get 
around as the Circular Quay precinct and public transport 
will be crowded.

Regular bus routes and stops in the CBD will be  
changed while road closures are in place. Details will be 
displayed at the relevant bus stops in the days leading up to 
Vivid Sydney 2015.

For everything you need to know about getting around 
Sydney by public transport during the event go to 
vividsydney.com.au/transport or call 131 500.

ROAD CLOSURES AND SPECIAL 
EVENT CLEARWAYS

Extensive road closures and special event clearways in 
the Sydney CBD, The Rocks and Walsh Bay will also be 
in place to help minimise traffic congestion and keep 
pedestrians safe. 

Roads will be closed from 7pm on weekdays and from 
5pm on weekends including the public holiday on  
Monday 8 June. The festival’s busiest nights are expected 
to be Friday to Sunday nights and every night of the  
long weekend.

Some of these changes will be in your local area and may 
impact you, so please take the time to familiarise yourself 
with the information provided.

While the road closures are in place, leave your car at 
home and take advantage of the extra public transport 
services. If you do need to drive, expect delays, allow 
additional travel time and plan to travel outside of the 
road closure times. 

If you own a business, arrange for deliveries to arrive well 
before road closure times, as no access will be granted 
once the closures are in place.

Special event clearways are no parking zones, even for 
residents and businesses with parking permits and 
Mobility Parking Scheme permits. Vehicles left in special 
event clearways will be towed and fees apply, so check 
signs before parking.

Details of the road closures and special 
event clearways are shown on the map 

provided, however please note that 
closures are extensive and can’t all be 

shown on the map.

For a full breakdown of closures by 
time and day, go to  

vividsydney.com/transport
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VIVID SYDNEY 2015 
ROAD CLOSURES AND SPECIAL EVENT CLEARWAYS / 22 MAY – 8 JUNE

FOR DETAILED INFORMATION ABOUT TRAFFIC AND TRANSPORT CHANGES IN PLACE FOR VIVID, PLEASE VISIT 

vividsydney.com/transport OR CALL 132 701 (24 HOURS, 7 DAYS)

   SPECIAL EVENT CLEARWAY 
VARYING DATES 3PM – MIDNIGHT

 BUS SERVICE CHANGES: CIRCULAR QUAY BUS SERVICES  
TERMINATE AT MARTIN PLACE ON WEEKENDS & MON 8TH JUNE.

TRAIN STATION
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3. Supporting Materials / Vivid Sydney 2015

  Vivid Sydney Road Closures  
and Clearways Map
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E) SPECIAL PROGRAMS 
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Please note: Locations are correct at time of printing, but should be used as a guide only and are subject to change. Apple and the Apple logo are trademarks of Apple Inc., registered in the U.S. and other countries. App Store is a service mark of Apple Inc.

VIVID SYDNEY
A   Harbour Lights

01   Sydney Opera  
House Sails

02   Universal Everything 
Exhibition

03  Splendens

04  Heart of the City

05  Rhizome Prism

06  Exposed

07  Move Over Damien

08  Lucky Country

09  Cloud

10  Piano Stairs

11  Light Origami

12  Enchanted Sydney

13  Water's Edge

14  Wave Chandelier

15  Space Folding

16  BeatDice

17  Swing Glow

18  Duck, Duck, Goose

19  Affinity

20  Tide

21   Mechanised Colour 
Assemblage

22  The Milky Laneway

23  Life Story

24  Rocks Police Station

25  Our House

26  Entitle

27  INTER/play

28  Ayla

29  Threads

30  A Light Year Ahead

31  The Dresses

32  Ordered Chaos

33  Legacy of Landscape

34  Paint the Town

35  Monster World

36  OPALessence

37  Geometric Eye

38  Dolly

39  Lux Forma

40  Submerged

41  Jigsaw

42  Tidal Reed Garden

43  You Are Here

44  Beat

45  Confluence

46  Arclight

47  Internal Galaxy

48 Tree of Light

49  EORA

50  Sydney Harbour Bridge

51  Kaleidoscope

52  Harbour Wave

53  Luminous Canopy

54  The Laser Harp

55  Toy Shadows

56  Tumbleweed

57  Lightwell

58  Robotanic

59  Cenotaph

60  Phase Frames

61  Transcendence

62  a game of drones

63  Drum Circle

64  Spectra

65  Good Design Pods

Light Installations

Audio Descriptions – These installations or locations 
feature an Audio Description which can be accessed on the 
respective light installation page on vividsydney.com/light

Text to talk - All Vivid Sydney light installations on this 
map offer text to talk functionality. People may listen to 
a description of each light installation on the respective 
light installation page at vividsydney.com/light using 
their screen reader or smartphone device.

Destination NSW makes every effort to ensure Vivid Sydney is accessible and inclusive to everyone.  
For more information, visit the Vivid Sydney Access & Inclusion page at vividsydney.com/accessibility

For transport information please visit vividsydney.com/transport

MAP KEY

Train Station Ferry Wharf Bus Station Accessible Public Toilets Accessible Taxi Rank Accessible Drop Off Zone  
(Vehicles with Mobility Parking permits ONLY)

Street Gradient (easy) Street Gradient (moderate) Street Gradient (steep) Info BoothAccessible Viewing Area
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22 MAY – 8 JUNE
vividsydney.com

VIVID SYDNEY 
ACCESSIBILITY MAP

Download the Vivid Sydney app VIVID PARTNERPROUDLY OWNED AND MANAGED BY

facebook.com/vividsydney

twitter.com/vividsydney

@vividsydney

#vividsydney
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MARTIN PLACE

01

02 03

04
05

06
07

01  Vivid Laser-Fountain Water 
Theatre, Darling Harbour

02  ‘Polar Lights’ at The Australian 
National Maritime Museum

03 Murray St Trees

04 Pyrmont Pyro

05 Mission Control

06 The Star Letters 

07  ‘Face Off’ and ‘Game Off’ at  
Vivid Lounge at Sky Terrace 

Vivid Light

VIVID SYDNEY AT 
PYRMONT & THE STAR  
(INCLUDING DARLING HARBOUR)

MAP KEY

Street Gradient (easy)

Street Gradient (moderate)

Street Gradient (steep)

Train Station

Ferry Wharf

Bus Station

Accessible Public Toilets

Accessible Chill Out Zone

Light Rail

Info Booth

  Vivid Sydney Accessibility Map









4. SUPPORTING QUESTIONS 
A)  WHAT DID YOU DO TO UPDATE / CHANGE THE EVENT FROM THE YEAR 

BEFORE? WERE YOUR UPDATES / CHANGES SUCCESSFUL?
Every year, Destination NSW undertakes a thorough post-event review to assess 
where improvements could be made to event management, content and visitor 
experience. In 2015, the operational improvements were focused on addressing four 
key components of the program:

  Implementing a more structured framework for the Vivid Ideas program and 
increasing attendance and ticket sales.

  Expanding the Vivid Music program and creating a stronger curatorial approach. 

  Enhancing delivery of access and inclusion policies.

  Ensuring that as the event’s footprint gets bigger, its impact on the environment will 
continue to reduce. 

VIVID IDEAS 
This pillar of the festival program underwent a make over delivering the previously 
loose and eclectic program into a pyramidal structure featuring fewer, bigger and 
better-attended events. At the apex was the introduction of the ‘Game Changer’ 
talks series, that in 2015, featured conversations with global leaders in design, 
television, publishing and technology. Speakers included Tyler Brûlé founder of 
Wallpaper magazine and the Monocle media empire, Stefan Sagmeister one of the 
world’s most iconic designers and Matthew Weiner, the creator and writer of the 
Mad Men television series.

The next tier in the program featured a series of professional conferences and 
public events which focused on specific creative industries ranging from science 
and astronomy, to interactive game development, advertising, design, film and 
screen industries.

The third tier of the program was the Vivid Ideas Exchange sessions featuring more 
than 60 events presented by industry experts and designed as an exciting exchange of 
ideas on subjects as diverse as the modern workplace to ethics and big data usage. 

VIVID MUSIC
The music program was expanded significantly and presented in a more curatorial 
way with a thoughtful approach to programming and a variety of live experiences. 
The program was able to introduce a chronological perspective on underground 
music and electronica by showcasing pioneering proponents such as diva and style 
icon, Grace Jones, alongside some of the latest cutting edge international acts and 
breakthrough Australian bands.

ACCESS& INCLUSION
The appointment of an Access and Inclusion Coordinator to the festival helped make 
the event become far more accessible to families with young children, the elderly and 
people with mobility and sensory issues (see section 2e. for detail). 

SUSTAINABILITY
After 2014’s record attendance at Vivid Sydney, Destination NSW was determined to 
ensure that as the festival’s geographic footprint increased its environmental impact 
would reduce. The Banksia Foundation was appointed as Vivid Sydney’s first 
sustainability partner and Destination NSW undertook a review of all green 
measures. A number of initiatives were implemented to minimise the impact of the 
festival (See section 2d. Green Program for detail).
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B)  PLEASE PROVIDE MEASURABLE RESULTS/EXAMPLES  
FOR QUESTION (A).

The Vivid Ideas program was consolidated and the number of events reduced from 
180 in 2014 to 150 events in 2015. Significantly, despite the reduction in the overall 
number of events, Vivid Ideas was much better attended with ticket sales doubling 
over the previous year – increasing from 35,000 in 2014 to more than 70,000 in 2015. 
This increase reflected an improvement in both the relevance and appeal of the 
program to diverse professional audiences.

A similar trend emerged for Vivid Music – although in this instance the number of 
music performances increased from 52 music performances in 2014 to 110 
performances in 2015. These took place in more than 17 venues across the city and 
revenue from ticket sales increased dramatically; all but of two of the performances 
were sell-outs. The overall number of tickets sold jumped from 52,000 in 2014 to 
90,000 in 2015. The growth in ticket sales was credited to a larger event program 
featuring better known musicians, a stronger and more coherent curatorial approach 
and involvement by more venues.

The Access & Inclusion program resulted in increased participation rates: more than 
6,261 attendees to the festival in 2015 required mobility assistance or the use of 
wheelchairs and 69,423 infants attended in prams.

Destination NSW’s review of its sustainability measures (see response to question 
2d. Green Program) saw 100% Green Power used to power the grid powered lighting 
installations as well as a range of other initiatives. 

C)  WHAT MAKES THE EVENT STAND OUT AS AN  
INTERNATIONALLY RECOGNISED EVENT?

Vivid Sydney has become recognised internationally because:

  It has an unusual and unique combination of consumer-facing Light and Music 
programs as well as business-to-business Ideas events. The result is an exciting 
milieu, which fosters creative collaboration and cross-disciplinary exchange of 
ideas that positions the city’s creative credentials to the world.

  The Vivid Sydney program is 95% available free-of-charge to the public. This is an 
unusual ratio as most international events of similar stature offer only 5-10% of 
free public event content.

  The festival has a unique way of sourcing content – adopting an approach that is 
more akin to ‘crowd-sourcing’. By opening participation in the program through 
international Expressions of Interest (EOI) and making selections based on 
creativity and innovation the festival attracts edgy, cut-through responses from 
artists, musicians and professionals and the festival itself is now recognised as a 
source for development of creative content and frequently taken up by festivals in 
other countries because of its innovative nature.

  Vivid Sydney is now firmly established and its growing international recognition is 
reflected in 2015’s record sales of Vivid Sydney travel packages. In 2015 more than 
36,000 domestic and international travel packages were sold, including 11,000 
packages to China alone. International visitor attendance from other Asia Pacific 
markets also grew strongly as reflected in a 39% increase in packages from Korea 
and 57% increase from Singapore. From the long haul travel market of the USA it 
was also gratifying to see sales of Vivid Sydney travel packages grow by 64%.
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D)  WHY SHOULD THE EVENT WIN THE IFEA / 
HAAS & WILKERSON GRAND PINNACLE AWARD

Vivid Sydney in less than eight years has gone from start-up to the largest festival 
of its kind in the world. Its extraordinary growth trajectory has seen an audience of 
225,000 in its first year increase to 1.7 million in 2015, which is an indication how 
far and how quickly its audiences have embraced the festival. 

Vivid Sydney is also a model of event management – reflecting the diligence, 
professionalism and ceaseless commitment to quality that is reflective, in general, 
of the Australian events industry. It delivers a very fresh and interactive format, in 
keeping with modern audience engagement and remains true to its commitment of 
delivering economic, cultural and community benefits to the people of NSW.

There is also a quality to Vivid Sydney that captures the imagination; its motto 
“we’ll show you tomorrow, today” presents a confident and inspiring insight into 
how creativity and innovation can help humankind address some of the big issues 
facing the world today.
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